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Report on Industrial Visit to DRDO-ADE, Bengaluru 
 

The Department of Information Science and Engineering students had been to DRDO-ADE, 

Bengaluru on 18-April-2024 as a part of Industrial visit to explore and experience the real work in 

multidisciplinary field and interacted with software & hardware engineers to understand the workflow 

in the organization. Around 20 students along with Dr. Arvind S. Kapse, Professor and Ms. Neha 

Jadhav, Assistant Professor, ISE, NHCE, Bengaluru visited the DRDO-ADE 

 



 

 

We  started our industrial visit journey towards DRDO-ADE Bengaluru at 09:30 am and 

reached there around 10:00 am on 18-April-2024. The DRDO-Aeronautical Development 

Establishment is located in XMH2+QRP, Suranjan Das Road, PO, New Tippasandra, Bengaluru, 

Karnataka 560075. 

 

 



 

 

DRDO-Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE) is one of the premier research 

laboratories under the Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO) in India. ADE 

specializes in the development of advanced technologies and systems for the Indian Armed Forces, 

with a focus on aeronautical engineering and aerospace technology. The objective of the industrial visit 

was to understand the role of DRDO-ADE in enhancing the defense capabilities of the nation and to 

observe the state-of-the-art facilities and infrastructure available at the establishment. 

The industrial visit started with a brief introduction to DRDO-ADE, its history, and its 

contributions to aeronautical research. The participants were then divided into smaller groups and 

assigned guides who accompanied them throughout the visit. The TEJAS cockpit simulator is a training 

device designed to provide a realistic virtual environment for pilots to practice operating the TEJAS 

aircraft's cockpit systems and controls. It allows pilots to familiarize themselves with the various 

instruments, displays, switches, and controls found in the TEJAS cockpit. ABHYAS is an autonomous 

expendable target drone developed by the Defense Research and Development Organization (DRDO) 

of India. It is primarily used for target acquisition and missile testing purposes. ABHYAS is designed 

to simulate enemy aircraft and missiles during weapon system testing and evaluation by the Indian 

Armed Forces. DRDO (Defense Research and Development Organization) has been involved in the 

development and deployment of various UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) for military purposes. 

These UAVs play a crucial role in surveillance, reconnaissance, and combat operations. The industrial 

visit to DRDO-Aeronautical Development Establishment proved to be an enriching experience for the 

participants. 

The industrial visit to DRDO-ADE, Bengaluru was helpful for our students in incorporating 

their discipline and   implementing their best practices into our department. 

 

 
 



 

 

 


